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The known conditions due to G. Baxter, Ya. L. Geronimus, and B. L. Golinskii
which guarantee the uniform boundedness andror uniform asymptotic representa-
tion for orthonormal polynomials on the unit circle are under consideration. We
show that these conditions are in general not necessary. We discuss the relation
between the orthonormal polynomials on the unit circle, the best approximations,
and absolutely convergent Fourier series. Q 1998 Academic Press
1. INTRODUCTION
The theory of orthogonal polynomials on the unit circle concerns
 4polynomials systems w which satisfyn
1 2p iq iqw e w e dm s d , m , n s 0, 1, 2, . . . , .  .H n m m , n2p 0
where
w z s k z n q lower degree terms, k ) 0, .n n n
w .and m is a positive Borel measure in 0, 2p with infinite support. The
monic orthogonal polynomials are F s ky1w s z n q ??? . We refer to then n n
Radon]Nikodym derivative mX s f as a weight function whenever m is
absolutely continuous with respect to Lebesgue measure.
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Szego's theory deals with the case whenÍ
` `
2 2X 1log m g L m F 0 - ` m lim k - ` m w 0 - ` .  . k n k
nª`ks0 ks0
1 .
and one of the highlights here is the Szego functionÍ
1 eiq q z2pdef XS z s exp log m dq . . H iq 54p e y z0
2 <  iq . < 2This function is known to belong to H in the unit disk and S e s
X .  w x.m q holds a.e. on the unit circle cf. 10, Chap. X .
 2 .Denote by C L the space of functions f on the real line which are
 w ..2p-periodic and continuous square-integrable on 0, 2p with the norm
1 2pdef def 225 5 5 5f s max f q , f s f q dq . .  .2 H /2p0FqF2p 0
The modulus of continuity in C and the integral modulus of continuity in
L2 are defined by
def
v x , f s max f q q t y f q and .  .  .
0FtFx
def
v x , f s sup f q q t y f q , .  .  . 22
0FtFx
 .  .  a .respectively. We write f g Lip 2, a if v x, f s O x , x ª 0.2
 4The following two properties of the orthonormal system w are undern
consideration in the present paper. The first one is a uniform boundedness
iqw e s O 1 , n ª `. 2 .  .  .n
The second one is known as a uniform asymptotic representation
iq inq y1 iq iqw e s e S e 1 q e e , e s o 1 , n ª ` 3 .  .  .  .  . .n n n
uniformly on the unit circle. The latter is equivalent to
U iq y1 iq iqw e s S e 1 q e e , e s o 1 , n ª `, 4 .  .  .  .  . .n n n
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where the reversed *-polynomial of a polynomial P of degree n is definedn
defU n y1 .  .  .  .  .by P z s z P z . It is clear that 3 implies 2 . Note also that 2 is an n
rather restrictive condition on the orthogonality measure m. According to
w x9, Lemma 2, p. 396 the uniform boundedness of at least one infinite
 4 X `subsequence w yields 1rm g L , which in turn implies that mn ng L
belongs to the Szego class.Í
 4We shall concentrate on two sufficient conditions for a system w ofn
orthonormal polynomials with respect to a positive weight function f to
admit the uniform asymptotic representation. The first one is due to B. L.
w x  w x.1Golinskii 7, Theorem 2.1, p. 18 see also 4, Theorem 4.8, p. 227 and
 .states that 3 holds as long as
`p v t , f v 1rn , f .  .
f ) 0, f g C , and dt - ` m - `.H t n0 ns1
5 .
The latter inequality is sometimes referred to as Zygmund's condition. The
w xsecond one is a remarkable theorem by G. Baxter 3, Corollary 1.1 , which
establishes the relation between orthogonal polynomials on the unit circle
and Fourier series. It says that the Fourier series of a positive weight
  .4function f ) 0 converges absolutely if and only if the sequence F 0 isn
summable
` ` `
inq < <f q s c e , c - ` m F 0 - `, 6 .  .  .  n n n
nsy` nsy` ns0
 . w xwhich yields 3 by 6, Theorem 8.5, p. 163 .
 .  . We show in Section 2 that both 5 and 6 are not necessary although
.Zygmund's condition is sharp in a way .
The most general known condition for the uniform boundedness of a
 4 w xsystem w is due to Ya. L. Geronimus 6, Theorem 3.8, p. 43n
10 - m F f q F M a.e. and f g Lip 2, . 7 .  . .2
We show in Section 3 that this condition is not necessary either.
1 w xG. Freud was apparently unaware of the paper 7 .
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2. THE UNIFORM ASYMPTOTIC REPRESENTATION
def .  .It is not hard to see that 6 is necessary as long as a s F 0 G 0.n n
Indeed, the monic orthogonal polynomials F satisfy the Szego recur-Ín
 w x.rences cf. 10, p. 293
U UF z s F z q za F z , n s 1, 2, . . . , F s 1. 8 .  .  .  .n ny1 n ny1 0
 .Since the a are now real numbers, the polynomials F are real and 8 forn n
z s 1 implies
F 1 s 1 q a F 1 . 9 .  .  .  .n n ny1
 .Iterating 9 gives
n
F 1 s 1 q a . .  .n k
ks1
Suppose that ` a s ` and ` a2 - `.2 Thenns1 n ns1 n
n n 2ak
F 1 s exp log 1 q a G exp a y ª ` .  . n k k 5  5 /2ks1 ks1
 .  .as n ª `. Thus both F 1 and w 1 are unbounded, as claimed.n n
 .The examples below show that in general neither Baxter's condition 6
 .nor Zygmund's condition 5 is necessary for the uniform boundedness of a
system of orthonormal polynomials.
EXAMPLE 1. The examples of ``smooth'' functions for which the Fourier
series does not converge absolutely are well known. For instance, define a
 w xpositive weight function f by cf. 11, Theorem V.4.2, p. 1971
` `cos n log n q nq 1 .def in log nqinqf q s C q s C q R e .  1 1 1n nns1 ns1
1with an appropriate constant C . Then f g Lip and the system of1 1 2
 4orthonormal polynomials w admits the uniform asymptotic representa-n
 .  .tion by 5 . However, 6 is not true.
EXAMPLE 2. Define a positive weight function f by2
` ncos 2 qdef
f q s C q , 0 - a - 1 . 2 2 1qanns1
2  4If the latter inequality is not true, we are outside the Szego class and the system w isÍ n
unbounded.
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 .  .with an appropriate constant C . It clearly satisfies 6 and hence 3 holds.2
w xOn the other hand, by 2. pp. 317]319
1 C
v , f G , C ) 0a2 /n log n .
 .so that the function f does not meet Zygmund's condition 5 .2
Zygmund's condition is nevertheless sharp in the following sense.
THEOREM 3. Let g be a positi¨ e continuous weight function which does
not satisfy Zygmund's condition. Then there exists a positi¨ e continuous weight
 .   ..  .function f such that v t, f s O v t, g as t ª 0 and 3 is not ¨alid for
orthonormal polynomials w with respect to f.n
w xProof. According to 5, Problem 4, p. 127 there exists a positive
 .  .continuous function F such that v t, F F v t, g and its conjugate
Ä  w x.function F cf. 5, p. 102 is not continuous. Define the weight function f&def  .  .  .by f s exp F . Then v t, f , v t, F and the function log f is not contin-
uous.
On the other hand, assume that for the orthonormal polynomials wn
 .with respect to f the Szego asymptotic formula 3 holds. Then both S andÍ
Sy1 are continuous in the closed unit disk. Hence both log f and its&
conjugate log f must be continuous on the unit circle, that is not the case.
 .Thus 3 is not true for the weight function f , as claimed.
Remark 4. A positive weight function f g C is said to belong to B ifl
< <y1 ql.v t , f s O log t , t ª 0. 10 .  . .
 .The classical Szego asymptotic result 3 was proved for f g B with l ) 0.Í l
It turns out that for each y1 - l - 0 there is a weight function g g Bl
<  . <with lim sup w 1 s ` for the corresponding orthonormal polynomi-nª` n
 w x.  .als w cf. 1, Theorem 2 . If we put l s 0 and replace O by o in 10 wen
come to Dini's condition, which is less restrictive than Zygmund's. As it is
w xshown in 8, p. 850 Dini's condition does not guarantee the uniform
asymptotic representation.
3. THE UNIFORM BOUNDEDNESS
For a function g g L2 with the Fourier series g s ` c eikq denoteksy` k
 .  . 2by S g ; q its nth partial sum and by E g the best approximation in Ln n
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by trigonometric polynomials of degree at most n:
n
def def 2 2i kq 2 < <S g ; q s c e , E g s g y S g s c . .  .  . n k n n k2
ksyn < <k Gnq1
We write A , B if 0 - m F A rB F M - `.n n n n
 .The following example shows that the condition 7 is not necessary for
an orthonormal system to be uniformly bounded.
 w x.EXAMPLE 5. Consider the function cf. 11, Theorem V.5.2, p. 200
` 1 1aimqqm .g q s e , 0 - a - 1, b ) . 11 .  .a , b b 2mms1
def  .It is known that for 0 - m s ar2 q b y 1 - 1 the series 11 converges
 .  m.uniformly and v t, g s O t . Define a positive weight function f bya , b 3
` acos mq q m .def
f q s C q R g q s C q , .  . 3 3 a , b 3 bmms1
 .  m.with an appropriate positive constant C . Then v t, f s O t and in3
 .  4view of 5 the corresponding orthonormal system w is uniformlyn
bounded.
 .On the other hand, let us compute v t, f . It is clear that2
`1 1
2 1y2 bE f s , k . . k 2 b2 mmskq1
1 1 2Put b s q e , e - , and pick 1 y 2e - a - 1. According to the L -ver-2 2
1 ye w x.  .  .sion of Jackson's theorem cf., e.g., 2, p. 533 , v 1rn, f G E f , n2 n2
1 .so that f f Lip 2, .2
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